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Motivation for Relational Models

I Quantifying trends in social interaction

I Improving document classification

I Inferring interactions in biological systems

I Predicting user ratings for products



Statement of the Problem

I Given a (partially) observed network along with
attributes/features on the nodes (entities) and links, we wish
to infer which entities are related to which others along with
the relationship types.

I This can involve:

i. Classifying the observed link into one of several categories of
interest (e.g., advisor-advisee, course-instructor, etc.)

ii. Inferring the existence of links from the observed network
structure (e.g., advisor-advisee links based on joint
participation in several projects)



Computer Science Website Example

I Data consists of 2954 Computer Science webpages from
Stanford, Berkeley and MIT.

I Entities/nodes fall into one of eight categories: faculty (11%),
student (40%), research scientist(5%), staff (3%), research
group (8%), research project (7%), course (16%), and
organization (9%).

I Links are either

i. Hyperlinks from the webpage of one entity to the webpage of
another entity

ii. Virtual links in cases where the ‘alias’ of one webpage is
mentioned on another webpage.



Computer Science Website Example

I The relationships of interest are

i. Advisor (faculty, student) [11%]
ii. Member (research group/project, student/faculty/research

scientist) [34%]
iii. Teach (faculty/research scientist/staff, course) [9%]
iv. TA (student, course) [5%]
v. Part-Of (research group, research project) [4%]
I A relationship type of ‘none’ is used to denote links that do

not correspond to one of the above types. [38%]

I Note that if the entity types are known, then we can rule out
many of the relationship types. (e.g., research projects cannot
TA a course)



Baseline: Link-Flat Model

I Link-Flat is a multinomial logistic regression model where for
the ith candidate link yi we model the probability that this
relationship is of type j as

P (yi = j) =
exp (x′iβj)

1 +
∑6

j=1 exp(x′iβj)

where
I xi is a list of ∼ 1000 features on the endpoint pages of the

link as well as the link itself (labels of the two pages, words on
the pages, text in the link anchor, etc.)

I βj is a parameter vector estimated via MAP (maximum a
posterior estimation), a form of regularized maximum
likelihood estimation.



Limitations of Link-Flat Model

I The Link-Flat model is unable to leverage its inference on
other classifications. For instance, it cannot incorporate
information such as

I Links appearing in the same sections of a webpage typically
reflect the same type of relationship (e.g., faculty linking to
their advisees, research scientists linking to their ongoing
projects, etc.)

I Transitivity patterns between relations (e.g., if student A is a
student of faculty B and B is an instructor for C, then it’s
more likely that A is a TA for C.)

I In order to incorporate this information, we define a joint
distribution over the relationship types via a relational Markov
network (RMN), a type of undirected graphical model.



A (very brief) Introduction to RMNs

I Let V denote the sets of discrete random variables
corresponding to the entities/vertices, and let v be an
assignment of values to V

I A clique is a set of vertices Vc in the graph G = (V, E) such
that for each Vi, Vj ∈ Vc, the edge (Vi, Vj) ∈ E.

I To each clique c we associate a clique potential φc(Vc) ≥ 0.

I For the set of cliques C(G), the Markov network distribution is

P (v) =
1
Z

∏
c∈C(G)

φc(vc)



A (very brief) Introduction to RMNs

I A relational Markov network is a Markov network that
specifies a conditional distribution given the observed entity
and link attributes.

I It uses the notion of a relational clique template C that
specifies the cliques via three components

I A list of entities
I The relations between them
I A subset of link and entity attributes/features



Section model

I The Section model incorporates information about links that
appear in the same section of a webpage.

ple. The data set contains webpages from four different
Computer Science departments: Cornell, Texas, Washing-
ton and Wisconsin. Each page has a label attribute, repre-
senting the type of webpage which is one of course, fac-
ulty, student, project or other. The data set is problematic
in that the category other is a grab-bag of pages of many
different types. The number of pages classifi ed as other
is quite large, so that a baseline algorithm that simply al-
ways selected other as the label would get an average ac-
curacy of 75%. We could restrict attention to just the pages
with the four other labels, but in a relational classifi cation
setting, the deleted webpages might be useful in terms of
their interactions with other webpages. Hence, we compro-
mised by eliminating all other pages with fewer than three
outlinks, making the number of other pages commensurate
with the other categories. For each page, we have access
to the entire html of the page and the links to other pages.
Our goal is to collectively classify webpages into one of
these fi ve categories. In all of our experiments, we learn a
model from three schools and test the performance of the
learned model on the remaining school, thus evaluating the
generalization performance of the different models.
Unfortunately, we cannot directly compare our accuracy

results with previous work because different papers use dif-
ferent subsets of the data and different training/test splits.
However, we compare to standard text classifi ers such as
Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector Ma-
chines, which have been demonstrated to be successful on
this data set (Joachims 1999).

Flat Models. The simplest approach we tried predicts the
categories based on just the text content on the webpage.
The text of the webpage is represented using a set of bi-
nary attributes that indicate the presence of different words
on the page. We found that stemming and feature selection
did not provide much benefi t and simply pruned words that
appeared in fewer than three documents in each of the three
schools in the training data. We also experimented with in-
corporating meta-data: words appearing in the title of the
page, in anchors of links to the page and in the last header
before a link to the page (Yang et al. 2002). Note that meta-
data, although mostly originating from pages linking into
the considered page, are easily incorporated as features,
i.e. the resulting classifi cation task is still flat feature-based
classifi cation. Our fi rst experimental setup compares three
well-known text classifi ers —Naive Bayes, linear support
vector machines (Svm), and logistic regression (Logis-
tic) — using words and meta-words. The results, shown in
Fig. 2(a), show that the two discriminative approaches out-
performNaive Bayes. Logistic andSvm give very similar

The resulting category distribution is: course (237), faculty
(148), other (332), research-project (82) and student (542). The
number of remaining pages for each school are: Cornell (280),
Texas (292), Washington (315) and Wisconsin (454). The number
of links for each school are: Cornell (574), Texas (574), Washing-
ton (728) and Wisconsin (1614).

We trained one-against-others Svm for each category and
during testing, picked the category with the largest margin.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the Section model.

results. The average error over the 4 schools was reduced
by around 4% by introducing the meta-data attributes.

Relational Models. Incorporating meta-data gives a sig-
nifi cant improvement, but we can take additional advantage
of the correlation in labels of related pages by classifying
them collectively. We want to capture these correlations in
our model and use them for transmitting information be-
tween linked pages to provide more accurate classifi cation.
We experimented with several relational models. Recall
that logistic regression is simply a flat conditional Markov
network. All of our relational Markov networks use a lo-
gistic regression model locally for each page.
Our fi rst model captures direct correlations between la-

bels of linked pages. These correlations are very common
in our data: courses and research projects almost never link
to each other; faculty rarely link to each other; students
have links to all categories but mostly courses. The Link
model, shown in Fig. 1, captures this correlation through
links: in addition to the local bag of words and meta-data
attributes, we introduce a relational clique template over
the labels of two pages that are linked.
A second relational model uses the insight that a web-

page often has internal structure that allows it to be broken
up into sections. For example, a faculty webpage might
have one section that discusses research, with a list of links
to all of the projects of the faculty member, a second sec-
tion might contain links to the courses taught by the faculty
member, and a third to his advisees. This pattern is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. We can view a section of a webpage as a
fi ne-grained version of Kleinberg’s hub (Kleinberg 1999)
(a page that contains a lot of links to pages of particular
category). Intuitively, if we have links to two pages in the
same section, they are likely to be on similar topics. To
take advantage of this trend, we need to enrich our schema
with a new relation Section, with attributes Key, Doc (doc-
ument in which it appears), and Category. We also need to
add the attribute Section to Link to refer to the section it
appears in. In the RMN, we have two new relational clique
templates. The fi rst contains the label of a section and the
label of the page it is on:
SELECT doc.Category, sec.Category
FROM Doc doc, Section sec
WHERE sec.Doc = doc.Key

The second clique template involves the label of the section

I It does so by introducing pairwise cliques between the relation
variables of entities linked to in the same section/context.

I This model can capture trends such as that students tend to
link to their advisors and research groups in the same section.



Triad model

I The Triad model captures transitivity properties in the
network by introducing cliques over triples of relations.

I This can capture trends such as that if a student is a TA for a
professor member and the two work on the same research
project, then it is likely that the student is an advisee of the
professor

I The Section-Triad model combines features of both the
Section and Triad models



Results from CS data
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Figure 1: (a) Relation prediction with entity labels given. Relational models on average performed
better than the baseline Flat model. (b) Entity label prediction. Relational model Neigh performed
significantly better. (c) Relation prediction without entity labels. Relational models performed better
most of the time, even though there are schools that some models performed worse.

of an undirected Markov network as our probabilistic model. In contrast, the approach of
Getoor et al. uses directed graphical models (Bayesian networks and PRMs [9]) to repre-
sent a probabilistic model of both relations and attributes. Their approach easily captures
the dependence of link existence on attributes of entities. But the constraint that the prob-
abilistic dependency graph be a directed acyclic graph makes it hard to see how we would
represent the subgraph patterns described above. For example, for the transitivity pattern,
we might consider simply directing the correlation edges between link existence variables
arbitrarily. However, it is not clear how we would then parameterize a link existence vari-
able for a link that is involve in multiple triangles. See [15] for further discussion.

5 Experiments on Web Data

We collected and manually labeled a new relational dataset inspired by WebKB [2]. Our
dataset consists of Computer Science department webpages from 3 schools: Stanford,
Berkeley, andMIT. A total of 2954 of pages are labeled into one of eight categories: faculty,
student, research scientist, staff, research group, research project, course and organization
(organization refers to any large entity that is not a research group). Owned pages, which
are owned by an entity but are not the main page for that entity, were manually assigned to
that entity. The average distribution of classes across schools is: organization (9%), student
(40%), research group (8%), faculty (11%), course (16%), research project (7%), research
scientist (5%), and staff (3%).
We established a set of candidate links between entities based on evidence of a relation

between them. One type of evidence for a relation is a hyperlink from an entity page or one
of its owned pages to the page of another entity. A second type of evidence is a virtual
link: We assigned a number of aliases to each page using the page title, the anchor text of
incoming links, and email addresses of the entity involved. Mentioning an alias of a page
on another page constitutes a virtual link. The resulting set of 7161 candidate links were
labeled as corresponding to one of fi ve relation types — Advisor (faculty, student), Mem-
ber (research group/project, student/faculty/research scientist), Teach (faculty/research sci-
entist/staff, course), TA (student, course), Part-Of (research group, research proj) — or
“none”, denoting that the link does not correspond to any of these relations.
The observed attributes for each page are the words on the page itself and the “meta-

words” on the page — the words in the title, section headings, anchors to the page from
other pages. For links, the observed attributes are the anchor text, text just before the link
(hyperlink or virtual link), and the heading of the section in which the link appears.
Our task is to predict the relation type, if any, for all the candidate links. We tried two

settings for our experiments: with page categories observed (in the test data) and page
categories unobserved. For all our experiments, we trained on two schools and tested on

Figure appears as Figure 1(a) in Taskar (2003).



Unobserved entity labels

I When the entity labels were known, the breakdown among the
potential relations was: none (38%), member (34%), part-of
(4%), advisor (11%), teach (9%), TA (5%).

I If the entity labels are unknown, then the probability of an
interesting relation drops significantly.

I In the data, these values become: none (71%), member
(16%), part-of (2%), advisor (5%), teach (4%), TA (2%)

I Estimation proceeds by using ∼10,000 features to either
sequentially or simultaneously estimate the labels and relations



Results from CS data with unobserved entity labels
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Figure 1: (a) Relation prediction with entity labels given. Relational models on average performed
better than the baseline Flat model. (b) Entity label prediction. Relational model Neigh performed
significantly better. (c) Relation prediction without entity labels. Relational models performed better
most of the time, even though there are schools that some models performed worse.

of an undirected Markov network as our probabilistic model. In contrast, the approach of
Getoor et al. uses directed graphical models (Bayesian networks and PRMs [9]) to repre-
sent a probabilistic model of both relations and attributes. Their approach easily captures
the dependence of link existence on attributes of entities. But the constraint that the prob-
abilistic dependency graph be a directed acyclic graph makes it hard to see how we would
represent the subgraph patterns described above. For example, for the transitivity pattern,
we might consider simply directing the correlation edges between link existence variables
arbitrarily. However, it is not clear how we would then parameterize a link existence vari-
able for a link that is involve in multiple triangles. See [15] for further discussion.

5 Experiments on Web Data

We collected and manually labeled a new relational dataset inspired by WebKB [2]. Our
dataset consists of Computer Science department webpages from 3 schools: Stanford,
Berkeley, andMIT. A total of 2954 of pages are labeled into one of eight categories: faculty,
student, research scientist, staff, research group, research project, course and organization
(organization refers to any large entity that is not a research group). Owned pages, which
are owned by an entity but are not the main page for that entity, were manually assigned to
that entity. The average distribution of classes across schools is: organization (9%), student
(40%), research group (8%), faculty (11%), course (16%), research project (7%), research
scientist (5%), and staff (3%).
We established a set of candidate links between entities based on evidence of a relation

between them. One type of evidence for a relation is a hyperlink from an entity page or one
of its owned pages to the page of another entity. A second type of evidence is a virtual
link: We assigned a number of aliases to each page using the page title, the anchor text of
incoming links, and email addresses of the entity involved. Mentioning an alias of a page
on another page constitutes a virtual link. The resulting set of 7161 candidate links were
labeled as corresponding to one of fi ve relation types — Advisor (faculty, student), Mem-
ber (research group/project, student/faculty/research scientist), Teach (faculty/research sci-
entist/staff, course), TA (student, course), Part-Of (research group, research proj) — or
“none”, denoting that the link does not correspond to any of these relations.
The observed attributes for each page are the words on the page itself and the “meta-

words” on the page — the words in the title, section headings, anchors to the page from
other pages. For links, the observed attributes are the anchor text, text just before the link
(hyperlink or virtual link), and the heading of the section in which the link appears.
Our task is to predict the relation type, if any, for all the candidate links. We tried two

settings for our experiments: with page categories observed (in the test data) and page
categories unobserved. For all our experiments, we trained on two schools and tested on

Figure appears as Figure 1(c) in Taskar (2003).
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